How New Content from Cadence
Boosted Prospect Inquiries by 350%
and Booked Appointments by 210%
for CK-ADHD Coaching & Consulting

“

I was so nervous as a solopreneur to spend the money for this
work. In fact, as I signed the contract and paid the first installment,
my stomach lurched. However, as soon as I received the first draft,
I knew I had made the right decision. And, within two months, I've
had a huge influx of new prospects looking for coaching.
Randal has been so easy to work with.

Christine Kotik,
CK ADHD Coaching & Consulting, LLC
@ ckadhdcoach.com

The Client:
Christine Kotik,
owner of CK-ADHD Coaching

Christine’s Key Responsibilities

For this project,
Cadence delivered:

.
.
.
.

.

One-on-one
coaching

a new branding tagline

Programs for
parents

Director at JST
Coaching & Training

SEO keywords
all new web copy
new social media
profiles targeting
adolescents (Facebook)
and adults (LinkedIn)
7pp. client-success story
— a.k.a. case study —
outlining Christine's
distinctive skills and
step-by-step method for
helping her clients see
things through

The Challenge
Christine wanted new branding and copy, in a
stronger voice, in order to:

.
.
.

“

generate better leads
share insights on her strengths and coaching
style, and
provide prospects with a clear path from
curiosity, to understanding, to submitting the
contact form.

I wanted to update my website in a way
that attracted and retained visitors and
amplified my voice at the first point of
contact for potential clients. It took me
awhile to realize this, but I don’t have the
skillset to craft the words and message
that I need.

Christine
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Phases 1 & 2:
Discovery and Core Copy + 1
At Cadence, our discovery phase includes:
the 28-question intake survey
a discovery call with Randal
competitor analysis
analysis of previous marketing
materials, client research, feedback
from clients, SWOT analyses, etc.

CORE COPY + 1

TAGLINES, OLD & NEW

At this stage, many copywriters proceed
to draft all web copy.

Original:

"I added core copy + 1 to my process,
simply to ensure I’m seeing eye-to-eye
with my client asap on how their core
values appear on that first page: the +1.
"Core copy is the textual part of their brand:
mission and vision statements, as well
as taglines. The +1 is almost always the
about page, which showcases how my
client’s journey prepared them to offer the
best solution to their target market.”
Randal @ Cadence

“Helping children, parents, college
students and adults initiate, organize
and follow through on their way to a
fulfilling life.”
To help Christine decide among proposed
taglines, Randal assembled a survey for
her clients, and asked them to rank his
suggestions.
The results were unanimous:

“Empowering you to see things through.”
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Phases 3 and 4:
Draft Copy to Final Copy
Phase 3
Christine and Randal worked out the edits
on the about page over Zoom. Then Randal
listened to the recording, took notes, and
set to work on the whole website.

“

THE CRUX

SAMPLE COPY — ADOLESCENT PAGE

I wanted to ensure that each page on her
site kept prospects moving toward the
contact page. So, the buyer’s journey
takes prospects from the home page to
the contact page via the about page,
which outlines how Christine coaches her
clients from stability, to accountability,
and autonomy.
Randal
Phase 4: Randal sent over the completed
copy and, three days later, Christine and
Randal got on a call.

“

Asking for help is a sign of strength, not
weakness. At college, especially, it’s a sign
that you know how to put the available
resources to work on your behalf. The staff
at the tutoring center and the library, your
advisor and your professors: they all want
you to succeed. Their job is to help you.
So, even if you’re doing fine, and you’re
not asking for help, you’re not letting them
do their job.
A key part of my job, too, is to ensure that
you don’t try to go it alone.
Put another way:

“

I loved using Google docs that way. We
read things together, shared ideas back
and forth, and then Randal made all the
changes on the fly. I found that process
to be really helpful.”
Christine

Follow the game plan, step-by-step,
to dream, believe, and achieve.
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Phases 5 & 6: Social Profiles
and Client Success Story
(a.k.a. Case Study)
KEY TASKS
Determine prospects’ profiles for each
platform.
LinkedInprospects’
profile
Phase
5: Key Christine’s
task: determine
attracted
and prospective
profiles
for fellow
eachcoaches
platform.
Christine’s
clients.
Her
Facebook
page
attracted
LinkedIn profile attracted fellow coaches
adolescent prospects (and their parents).
and prospective clients. Her Facebook
Sales copy principles — including desires,
page attracted adolescent prospects (and
paint points, objectives and solutions —
their parents). Sales copy principles —
guided the narrative arc of both profiles.
including desires, paint points, objectives
and solutions — guided the narrative arc
Christine selected Rob for the case
of both profiles.
study, since their work together helped
Rob succeed personally, socially and
academically. Randal interviewed both
Rob and Christine, reviewed the
transcripts, and got to work. Christine
loved the result. Click the thumbnail to
review.

SAMPLE — FACEBOOK STORY

“

To kick things off, I get to know you, and
I get to know your story — the story you
tell yourself about ADHD, and about
how it affects your relationships with
your friends and family. When the
people you love can’t count on you to
get things done, their trust in you
begins to fade. And that gap between
who you are and who you want to be,
as it gets bigger and bigger, your sense
of self gets smaller and smaller.
And that can be a dark place. To help
you banish that darkness, I get to know
what motivates you, and what gets you
excited.
I help you recognize and build upon
your strengths, and tailor a plan
perfectly fit for your unique and
beautiful self. This design ensures
that you’ll start effectively, follow
through, and deliver. To me, this is
the key to coaching.

Key results, three months after launch

350% increase in prospect inquiries
210% jump in year-over-year summer appointments

Christine, on working with Randal:
“For me, it was the results and his professionalism.
His personality and professionalism.”

To learn how Randal can help your business:

. tell better stories,
. build out your branding assets, and
. boost your prospects' engagement rate, click here.
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